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Abstract: This article looks at the relations between Macedonian and Albanian
intellectuals and the communist party in the Republic of Macedonia. More
specifically, it focuses on the creation and development of national program by
Macedonian intellectuals within state structure. The article argues that during
the socialist period the party policies and the socialist Macedonian intellectuals were supporting each other in the realization of their common goals: the establishment and consolidation of the Macedonian national program. It looks
at intellectual production created by members of the Macedonian Academy
of Arts and Sciences (MANU) to show how historiography and linguistics
became the battlefields for the development of national ideology in Macedonia. Based on the establishment of these “invented” traditions, Macedonian
scholars and socialist politicians made claims within Yugoslavia, but also internationally that Macedonians are a separate nation and that they have the right
to an independent state after socialism. I show that Albanian intellectuals also
developed an Albanian national program, only quietly and in the background.
Simultaneously, the article argues that the Yugoslav policies of national determination, decentralization and self-expression reinforced ethnic differences
in the country and assisted in the development of Albanian and Macedonian
parallel national projects. The processes of inclusion and national consolidation, while excluding ‘the others’ from the national project, were legitimized
and institutionalized by the creation of a national culture and politics by the
intellectuals within the socialist state structures.
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In the first month upon my arrival in Skopje in 1999 I was determined
to establish contacts with members of the Union of Albanian Intellectuals
(Unija) and to start my preliminary interviewing of its members. I knew that
the president – Jevad Gega was a professor of Albanian language and literature
at the Department of Albanian Language and Literature at the “Ss. Ciril and
Methodius” University in Skopje. After my initial phone call, he agreed to
meet me at his office in the university. When we met, Gega interviewed me
first, asking who I was and why I wanted to research the Unija. Then he told
me what basically he expected I wanted to hear: that the Unija was the first organization of Albanian intellectuals established at the break-up of Yugoslavia,
that it had had a prominent role in identifying and arguing for the national
causes of the Albanian people in Macedonia, that it consulted political parties
and the governments on Albanian issues, that its advice and opinions were
taken very seriously by political leaders and organizations. And that was it: I
was not allowed to ask questions, nor to speak with the other members, or to
see any written materials about the structure and organization of the Unija.
All my attempts for contact with other members were cut short with the explanation “I can tell you everything you need to know, you do not need to
seek out or talk to anybody else”. Mr. Gega was the president, the interpreter,
the person who best knew what foreigners want to hear and he was there to
relate it to them. Other ideas and perspectives about “his” organization were
not allowed.
A very similar incident occurred when I tried to contact members of the
Macedonian Academy of Arts and Sciences (MANU). Some of them, like the
prominent linguist and candidate for vice-president in 1992 Blaze Risteski,
I knew from before but was able to see him only once or twice during my
year and a half long field work. Others, after asking me on the phone why I
wanted to interview them, rejected me outright, saying “I can not answer your
questions, I am busy, talk to somebody else”. The most resilient members of
MANU were the ones who week after week scheduled appointments with me
and could not keep them, because they had other things to do or simply had
forgotten. Luckily for me, after some persuasion I was able to meet and talk to
the president and the vice-presidents of MANU on several occasions. One of
the vice-presidents of MANU, Mr. Grozdanov, was very suspicious about our
conversation when I contacted him on the phone. After we had a nice long
chat, he told me: “Well, it turned out really nice, I thought that you are going
to provoke me, like so many journalists do, but we had a nice conversation,
please come back whenever you want”.
I am relating these two stories in order to show a specific type of attitude
and behavior which was prevalent during the socialist period and reproduced
afterwards in institutions for intellectual production, such as the Macedonian
Academy of Arts and Sciences and the Union of Albanian Intellectuals. This
type of behavior of suspicion and avoidance produced the dominant discourse
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on national issues, which flourished during the socialist period and became
one of the major discourses afterwards as well. The discussion that follows
is based on structured and semi-structured interviews with members of the
Union of Albanian Intellectuals and Macedonian Academy of Arts and Sciences as well as on published materials produced by these intellectuals. All
interviews were conducted in Macedonian.
Intellectuals, politics, the nation
The definition of “intellectual” and what intellectual activities entail have
been subjects of debate within the social science literature for some time1.
Some earlier authors have used normative definitions of who are intellectuals.
In his ground breaking work on the subject, Benda is interested in what he
sees as the new role of intellectuals, who, in his view, have betrayed their previous nonpartisan position in society and have become clerks. According to
him, intellectuals can be seen as clerks who “began to play the game of political passions”, mostly because they began to give preference to issues concerning particularism, and less to the previous emphasis on universalism, tradition
and custom being more important than reason, action is preferred to knowledge2. Another classical writer on this subject defines intellectuals as socially
unattached and relatively classless3, while for Goldner intellectuals make up a
universal class, sometimes flawed because “it subverts all establishments, social
limits and privileges, including its own… and bears a culture of critical and
careful discourse, which is a historically emancipatory rationality”4. A more
functional approach is laid out by Gramsci, who insists on the importance of
occupations and training in defining the stratum of intellectuals5. In his view,
there are two strata of intellectuals; those who are connected to the dominant
classes, which he terms “traditional”, and those whose ties to the dominant
classes are weaker as a result of the development of capitalist industry. The
second group of intellectuals Gramsci calls “organic intellectuals” and, according to him, they represent the subordinate classes in industrial societies6.
Gramsci’s work on intellectuals marks a turning point in the analysis of the
1
Julien BENDA, The Great Betrayal, trans. Richard Aldington, London: G. Routledge and
Sons, 1928, Karl MANNHEIM, Ideology and Utopia, New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1936, Antonio GRAMSCI, “State and Civil Society”, in Selection from the Prison Notebooks,
New York: International Publishers, 1971, Pierre BOURDIEU, Homo Academicus, trans.
Peter Collier, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988, Alvin W. GOULDNER, The Future of
Intellectuals and the Rise of the New Class, New York: Seabury Press, 1979.
2
Julien BENDA, op.cit.
3
MANNHEIM, op.cit.
4
Alvin GOULDNER, op.cit., p. 21.
5
Antonio GRAMSCI, op.cit., pp. 5-23.
6
Ibidem.
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role and position of intellectuals, since he explicitly situates them within the
political system. After his work, scholars working on the definition and activities of intellectuals began to conceptualize intellectuals primarily in relation to
power and politics. Along these lines, Said distinguishes between two groups
of intellectuals; the critical outsiders, who “speak the truth to power” and the
insiders, who promote special interests.7 Pierre Bourdieu is the author best
known for his insistence that intellectuals should be seen as inseparable from
power relations. He claims that one should begin the analysis of intellectuals
by assessing power relations in which intellectuals are operating, more specifically with an analysis of the specific forms of capital that are at the intellectuals’ disposal or the lack of such8.Thus, current research on the definitions of
who are the intellectuals and how their activities and social position should
be conceptualized is invariably linked to an analysis of the political situation,
which they may critique, support, operate within or reproduce. In the following analysis of the discourse and practices of Albanian and Macedonian socialist intellectuals, I will pay specific attention to the principles and mechanisms
of political order in which they produce their discourse, and, in fact argue that
the specific conditions of Yugoslav Macedonia informed the positions that
intellectuals held on the issues of nation, state and inter-ethnic relations in the
country. Furthermore, the social position which Albanian and Macedonian
socialist intellectuals occupied in relation to the political system of Yugoslav
Macedonia contributed to their specific conceptualizations of nation, state
and inter-ethnic relations in the country. All of the above mentioned authors,
however, in their analyses on the essence and function of intellectuals, envision capitalist industrial societies as the matrix within which intellectual activity is positioned.
Scholars of Eastern Europe, and most prominently Katherine Verdery in
recent years, have argued that the relation between intellectuals and power in
socialist systems is a special case, different from the relation of intellectuals and
power within capitalist societies9 (The thoroughly politicized context in which
the intellectuals of Eastern Europe, but also China and Vietnam, for example,
have lived and worked has determined their engagement with politics quite
overtly.10 Kennedy and Suny attest that the intellectual community was the
7
Edward SAID, Representations of the Intellectual: The 1993 Reith Lectures, New York: Vintage Books, 1994.
8
Pierre BOURDIEU, op. cit.
9
Leszek KOLAKOWSKI, “Intellectuals and the Communist Movement”, in Toward a Marxist Humanism, New York: Grove Press, 1968. Zygmunt Bauman, “Intellectuals in East Central
Europe”, in East European Politics and Societies, vol. 1. no. 2, 1987, pp.162-86, Nichael D. KENNEDY, “The Constitution of Critical Intellectuals: Polish physicians, Peace Activists, and Democratic Civil Society”, in Studies in Comparative Communism, vol.3, no. 3-4, 1990, pp. 281-304.
10
Michael D. KENNEDY, Roland SUNY, “Introduction”, in Michael KENNEDY, Roland SUNNY (eds.) Intellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1999, p. 8.
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primary challenge to crude political practices in socialist state11. They argue
that intellectual life in the countries of the former Soviet block was a form
of refuge from a monopolistic regime, “a sanctuary from which a new politics could be articulated even when actual political practice was precluded”12.
Most often, intellectuals in socialist systems are seen as critics who seek to
challenge the state-sponsored politicization of art and science by “posing the
distinction between knowledge and politics in a virtually utopian way”13. It
has been argued that intellectuals would unavoidably find themselves in opposition to their regimes, because “they would find the requirements of their
work undermined or destroyed by the party-state’s strictures on intellectual
freedom”14. Yet, drawing from his experience with intellectuals in East Germany, Torpey has asserted that it can hardly be said that all intellectuals opposed the party. In his view intellectuals “may be conformist, apologetic, or
merely apathetic, just like everybody else”15.
In my discussion of Albanian and Macedonian socialist intellectuals, I
adopt Torpey’s argument that before assuming anything in advance about the
politics of intellectuals in socialist regimes, one must examine the conditions
under which intellectuals may “move toward accommodation or opposition
to their social order”16. Unlike many Central European socialist states, Yugoslav Macedonia did not have a developed ‘dissident’ movement. On the
contrary, the socialist Macedonian and Albanian intellectuals had overlapping
goals with the party in relation to their national projects and therefore it can
be argued that the party and the intellectuals supported each other in attaining these goals.
In socialist Eastern Europe, and Macedonia, in particular, discourse about
the nation and the national in more general terms have been central to intellectual activity17. Scholars of Eastern Europe see intellectuals as the key
agents in generating and propagating nationalism and the discourse of the
nation18 despite its seeming contradiction with Marxism. In the case of Macedonia, the main polemics about the definition of the nation and therefore the
conceptualization of relations between the Macedonian and Albanian communities in the country were generated by intellectuals in state structures.
In the case of socialist Romania, Verdery has argued that the centrality of
11

Ibidem.
Ibidem, p. 9.
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Ibidem.
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Karl FRIEDRICH, Zbigniew BRZEZINSKI, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy,
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965, p. 316.
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John C. TORPEY, Intellectuals, Socialism and Dissent: the East German Opposition and Its
Legacy, Minneapolis & London: University of Minnesota Press, 1995, p. 5 – original emphasis.
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Ibidem.
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See for example Katherine VERDERY, What Was Socialism and What Comes Next, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996, John C. TORPEY, op. cit.
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See Michael D. KENNEDY, Roland SUNY, op. cit.
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the national discourse in the cultural production of Romanian state socialism
is due to its long traditions in pre-communist Romanian society, and also serves
as a symbolic means of Party control over society. In their own competition for
resources, Romanian intellectuals contributed further to the elevation of the national discourse by using various images of the nation to situate themselves better
in relation to resources from the center. In these competitions, between Party and
intellectuals and within the intellectual milieu itself, intellectuals helped place
the discourse of the nation in a central place within public discourse19. In socialist East Germany, the preoccupation of intellectuals with the national question
was related to the intellectuals’ attempts to interpret the national history of the
German people, especially in relation to the Nazi cataclysm20. In Torpey’s study
of East German intellectuals, he asserts that these intellectuals nurtured a deeper
historical awareness than their West German counterparts due to the influence
and legacy of the catastrophic events of German fascism on the very existence of
their state. The author argues that East German intellectuals played a special role
in sustaining the memory of the “wrong way of the German nation”, and that
perspective profoundly informed their insistence on formulating the German
nation as non-capitalist in postwar Germany21.
In Macedonia, unlike East Germany or Romania during socialism, I argue
that intellectuals were preoccupied with the notion of the nation because they
were the key agents in its definition, conceptualization and affirmation. Thus,
although I address general attitudes about the national issues in Macedonia, I
focus exclusively on the discourse and practices of intellectuals because it is the
public visibility of intellectuals, through scholarly publications and popular
TV and newspaper presentations that shape public opinion on national issues.
Further, I argue that during socialism in Macedonia, the national program
of Macedonian socialist intellectuals overlapped with the party initiatives for
development of the national program (such as the creation of national history,
national language, and affirmation of national awareness). In that way, socialist Macedonian intellectuals and the socialist party’s policies can be seen in a
symbiotic relationship based on a shared vision on national issues. It was the
socialist state system and the Yugoslav federal policies of decentralization, selfmanagement and national affirmation which provided Macedonians for the
first time in history with a state sponsored program for national development.
The Albanian national program also benefited from state socialism, although it developed mostly underground, since Albanian nationalism was
kept in check by the Yugoslav and Macedonian authorities, mostly in the late
1980s. Yet the socialist period until the late 1980s was also affirmative for
the Albanian national program and turned the importance of the Albanian
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language and education into a major pillar of Albanian nationalism. This was
especially true in Kosovo, but the border between Kosovo and Macedonia
was not meaningful. The already existing separation between Albanians and
Macedonians, coupled with the affirmation of both nationalisms aided by
state socialism, was only institutionalized through the specific socialist images of nation and state produced by Albanian and Macedonian intellectuals.
Because of the specifics of the socialist state, Macedonian socialist intellectuals
saw the state as the homeland of the majority Slav Macedonians and conceptualized the Albanian community as a minority residing on the same territory. The same images of the nation, the Albanians and of the state were put
forward by the socialist Macedonian intellectuals after the fall of socialism in
order to argue for incorporation or assimilation of the Albanian community
in the new state and national projects of the Macedonians. By contrast, the
Albanian socialist intellectuals after socialism projected competing images of
their own national project, in which they argued for higher representation of
Albanians in state structures, thus making the claim that they want to share
the new state project.
I do not use a specific definition of intellectuals, because unlike in western capitalist societies, in state socialism there was no defined social stratum
within which intellectual activity could be positioned. During socialism in
Macedonia, an intellectual could be any person with a university degree in
the arts or the social sciences, such as journalists, writers, academicians, poets,
painters, theater directors. Like Verdery, I would rather see intellectual work
as a relational space22. I adopt her understanding of intellectuals as “occupants of a site that is privileged in formatting and transmitting discourses…
through which society is «thought» by its members”23. This definition has the
virtue of focusing on intellectual activity, rather than on the social attributes
of the people who carry it out.
Intellectuals and structures of power in the socialist state
During the socialist period in Macedonia and throughout Eastern Europe
communist parties epitomized the control over all venues of political, economic
and social life. In essence, the party became the state. Although Macedonia, as a
part of the Yugoslav Federation had a relatively relaxed socialist regime in comparison to Albania, East Germany or Romania, for example, the party nevertheless controlled all sources and means of economic, social and cultural production.
In analyzing the relation between intellectuals and the socialist state I adopt some
of Verdery’s analytical tools. However, I do not use her analysis wholesale since
22
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much of her discussion is focused on competition between intellectuals in the
Romanian socialist state. In contrast, my analysis focuses on the specific symbiosis between party and intellectuals in socialist Macedonia, which was to a large
extent determined by their common goals – the consolidation and affirmation of
the Macedonian national program. These very processes, while silencing competing visions of the Macedonian nation – that of the Albanian population in the
country – in fact contributed to its strengthening.
In analyzing the structural relations between intellectuals and the socialist
state, I use Kathrine Verdery’s concept “structures of power” to signify precisely that apparatus of bureaucratic and ideological control which infiltrated
and transformed the meanings of culture and science in the socialist state,
and which was delegated by the communist party24. By the category “producers of culture and science” I mean all scientists and artists, who by their own
choice or for the lack of an alternative became institutionalized in structures
of culture and science production, such as the two universities in Macedonia, the Academy of Arts and Sciences, the different intellectual/ professional
unions. Of course, my definition does not represent all producers of intellectual activity, such as freelance artists or journalists. However, I have chosen to
concentrate on intellectuals within state institutions for several reasons: first,
in Macedonia there were very few ‘freelance’ intellectuals during the socialist
period and for different reasons they were destined to life of marginality and
lack of societal recognition. Second, a specific type of social discourse and
behavior that produced some of the first institutionalized meanings of Albanian and Macedonian was created precisely in the relations between socialist
structures of power and producers of culture in state institutions. Finally, the
specific conceptualizations of the nation, the state, and the relations between
Albanians and Macedonians produced during the socialist period survived
the end of the socialist system and remained one of the two major national
discourses of the Slav Macedonian intellectuals in the post-socialist era. This
national discourse I call socialist, and the people who produced it socialist
intellectuals, as a way of pointing out the mutually informative connection
between socialist policies and the specific intellectuals’ conceptualizations of
the nation, the state and inter-ethnic relations.
During the socialist period, institutions of culture and science production, such as the Macedonian Academy of Arts and Sciences became the hegemonic “tellers/producers of truth”25 in the socialist state. That was possible
because they became the focus of communist party attention and producers
of culture competition. The party paid specific attention to the institutions of
culture and science, even sometimes created them, because such institutions
secured the party’s access to the means of culture. What that means is that
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party ideology could reach large audiences through scientific publications,
popular books and articles, cultural events organized through the different
cultural institutions. Some alternative understandings of the social order, such
as nationalism, were not only discouraged, they were in fact hunted and prosecuted. In Skopje during the late 1970’s several sociologists and historians lost
their positions at the Institute for Sociological, Political and Judicial research
because they published a pamphlet which criticized the curtailing of freedom
of speech by Macedonian communists26. However, outright coercion was used
only in extreme cases, and in the 1980s such practices were largely abandoned
by the party. The fact that intellectuals were well known public figures may
have also contributed to the reluctance of party apparatchiks to use obvious
force and thus jeopardize the party’s public image.
A much more efficient way to secure the loyalty of intellectuals was co-option. The communist party lured intellectuals by providing them with bureaucratic positions (heads of research institutions, deans at university departments),
the financial means to advance their research or art and favorable recommendations for their careers. The “good” socialist scientists and artists were the
ones who could more easily publish, exhibit, and travel. The party also flattered
intellectuals morally by giving awards, letters of appreciation, commemorations
selectively to those who best “deserve” them. Predictably, almost all heads of
scientific and cultural institutions were members of the communist party.
The producers of culture, on the other hand, found themselves in stiff
competition for party favoritism. As Verdery points out in her study of intellectuals under the Ceausescu regime in Romania, what intellectuals desire is
audiences for their books, exhibits, and studies27. The support and promotion
of intellectual work by institutions of science and culture was the best way for
intellectuals to reach their audiences. Of course, not all work that intellectuals
did was for reasons of personal advancement, and to say otherwise would be
to discount all inspired intellectual activities.
However, what happened was a specific symbiosis between the structures
of power and intellectuals28 in institutions which produced a specific intellectual behavior and thinking. This behavior and thinking were characterized
by simultaneous and contradictory states of security and insecurity. The state
of security was created by the position of power, which these intellectuals had
in the intellectual domain. Whatever the socialist intellectuals produced was
not only the dominant, but in fact the only description of the socialist social
reality29. Scholarly studies, prose and poetry, busts of national and socialist
26

Personal interview with Dr. Mirjana M. (2001).
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heroes, “socialist realism” architecture were all part of a dominant intellectual
discourse and practice, which was not challenged or criticized by an alternative ideology or aesthetics. At the same time, however, the relation between
the structures of power and socialist intellectuals bred fear, which came from
the insecurity of this position of power. Characteristic of the overall socialist culture was the fear that somebody may be monitoring one’s private and
public life and positions. Reports to the party administrators on one’s private
statements, jokes, or opinions were a threat for one’s position in the structures
of power. Although such activities were more severe in the Soviet Union, or
Bulgaria, for example, they also existed in Macedonia up to the 1980s. For
example, during an interview with M. M. in 2000, she showed me a little
volume of Bulgarian poetry well hidden behind stacks of books. When I asked
why was she hiding this volume, she told me that if her colleagues saw that
she has Bulgarian books, they would start a rumor in her institute and get her
in trouble with the director of the institute. She also told me that the 2000
minister of culture Dimitrov is considered to be a ‘dissident’, because during
socialism he was openly promoting Bulgarian books, considered a symbol of
pro-Bulgarian nationalism, which caused his getting fired from the National
Institute of History.
The position of dominance, however also brought another characteristic to
the style of thinking and behavior of these intellectuals, namely, the fear that
somebody else could take their place and do their job better. Because of this
constant insecurity, intellectuals privileged by the socialist state developed certain techniques of survival, such as never addressing issues which might clash
with the dominant ideology, or, if facing such issues, never addressing them
directly, or circumventing them30. This style of communication influenced
the way socialist intellectuals dealt with the question of the relations between
the different communities in Macedonia: they either conceptualized them in
political terms, as defined by the official state documents, or avoided them
altogether. In short, intellectuals privileged by the socialist state structures did
not contradict the dominant ideology. I see the fact that in Macedonia, like in
Romania, there was not much intellectual opposition to state socialism largely
due to the fact that the state’s and the intellectuals’ agendas overlapped – the
strengthening of national awareness and building of the Macedonian national
program. However, the socialist intellectuals offered conceptualizations of the
state and the nation which turned out to be the most resilient discourse after socialism. This nationally conservative thinking was prevalent during the
socialist period in Macedonia and right afterwards. Although at the end of
the 1990’s other ways of thinking on national issues surfaced in Macedonian
the socialist state. For criticisms on Czechoslovakia see Vaclav Havel, for Poland see Adam
Michnik.
30
On the silences of socialist discourse, see Katherine VERDERY, National Identity Under
Socialism: Identity and Culture Politics in Ceausescu’s Romania.
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public space, the socialist vision of the national project remained one of the
most socially accepted doctrines among Macedonians, both intellectuals and
the general public. At the moment when the crisis instigated by Albanian
paramilitary groups in the country in the winter of 2001 seemed to be expected to continue for a while, the socialist conceptualization of the national
issues prevalent among most Macedonians remained the only option in the
Macedonian public space. This thinking and behavior is what reproduced
and reinforced the socialist concepts of what it means to be Macedonian and
Albanian, how and why Macedonia is to be constructed as a state, and how
relations between the two communities should be conceptualized and played
out in politics after socialism.
Colleagues at work, opponents at home
During the socialist period in Macedonia, Albanian and Macedonian intellectuals co-existed in the state’s institutions of culture and science, and on
the surface worked together for the creation and promotion of socialist national ideals. This was the time and place where some of the first institutionalized and very resilient concepts about the meaning and content of Albanian,
Macedonia and Macedonian, especially for the Slav population in the republic, came into existence. Yet, although both Albanian and Macedonian producers of science and culture worked side by side in state institutions, it was
the promotion and advancement of the Slav Macedonian national program
that benefited from state socialism. What Albanian intellectuals in the state
organizations in Macedonia produced was more concurrent with the Macedonian socialist agenda than with Albanian nationalist issues. In fact, Albanian
socialist academicians, journalists, artists, very much like their Macedonian
colleagues, acquiesced to the comforts of state socialism, which provided for
them career opportunities and social power and prestige as long as they were
loyal to the “brotherhood and unity” ideals and did not manifest nationalist aspirations. In a way, state socialist cultural institutions were among the
few places where Albanian and Macedonian intellectuals worked side by side
almost in agreement, since both described and promoted what needed to be
promoted - socialist well-being and harmonious interethnic relations. Biberaj
makes the same argument and states that while in Kosovo Albanians boycotted official state institutions from the 1980s, the Albanians in Macedonia
“chose to work within the system to advance their interests”31. Similar processes (of voluntary separation, yet seeming cooperation) were going on in
31
Elez BIBERAJ, “The Albanian National Question: The Challenges of Autonomy, Independence, and Separatism”, in M. MANDELBAUM (ed.), The New European Diasporas:
National Minorities and Conflict in Eastern Europe, New York: Council on Foreign Relations
Press, 2000, p. 243.
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Kosovo, where Kostovicova asserts that educational facilities were the only
place where Albanians and Serbs interacted32. Albanian socialist intellectuals were not much different than their Macedonian colleagues in that they
were also part of the socialist cultural power structures. The only difference,
of course, was that while Macedonian intellectuals in state institutions were
busy creating and advertising Macedonian national ideals, their Albanian
counterparts went along with that silently. To the public eye, it seemed that
both Albanian and Macedonian intellectuals worked for the promotion of
socialist ideals, but in reality Macedonians were building a national program,
and Albanians were too, except they were doing so in the background, and
to opposing ends. That became clear right after the fall of the socialist regime
in Macedonia, when the same socialist Albanian intellectuals founded the
Union of Albanian Intellectuals and presented their very crystallized views
about who the Albanians are and what their place should be in Macedonia.
Overnight, the socialist rhetoric shifted to nationalist rhetoric. Denitsa Kostovicova makes similar observations about social relations in Kosovo during
the 1970s and 1980s. In her article “Kosovo’s Parallel Society: the Success and
Failures of Nonviolence” Kostovicova argues that two parallel processes were
going on in Kosovo during communism. The official policy was, on the one
hand, of ethnic mixing in all spheres of political, economic and social life,
“while in the background a process of voluntary ethnic segregation proceeded
quietly apace”33, paralleled by the growing Albanian national affirmation.
Kostovicova stresses that in Kosovo, like in Macedonia, Serbian and Albanian
communists held offices next to each other; Serbian and Albanian workers
worked next to each other; and many Serbs and Albanians lived next to each
other, yet both groups were developing along parallel lines while consolidating
their competing national programs. This was especially true for the members
of the political and cultural elite, who were the key agents in the articulation
of the opposing goals of both nationalisms.
Open Albanian nationalism, on the other hand, was kept in check by
the Yugoslav socialist structure and ideology, and in particular by the Macedonian authorities in the mid-1980s, which is why it flourished outside of
state cultural and scientific institutions, as an underground movement rooted
primarily at the University of Pristina in Kosovo. The first time when Albanian nationalist ideas became institutionalized within cultural and academic
organizations was when the Yugoslav Federation disintegrated, when Macedonia became an independent state and institutions such as the Union of
32
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the Albanian intellectuals were formed. Until then, Albanian intellectuals
who objected to the position and treatment of the Albanian population in
Macedonia had educated themselves and worked mostly in Kosovo, where
Pristina University in Albanian was the center for Albanian national ideas34.
In Macedonia, intellectuals who professed Albanian nationalist ideas openly,
especially after 1980, were prosecuted and sometimes put in jail. Thus, there
were two major trends in Albanian intellectual developments during the socialist period: critical intellectuals who only surfaced and formed institutions
after Macedonia became independent and socialist intellectuals who were not
much different than their Macedonian colleagues in that they also were part
of the socialist cultural power structures during that time.
The union of the albanian intellectuals and the albanian national idea
The first prominent organization of Albanian intellectuals was founded
by the Albanian intellectuals who came from the socialist state institutions.
This is the first organization which openly and legitimately began defining the
problems of Albanians in the public space in Macedonia when the socialist
regime fell.
Albanians in Macedonia did not have a specific intellectual organization
during the socialist period. However, there were a few prominent Albanians
who held high positions in the government and also in the Albanian language
department at Skopje University. In 1991 they established the Union of Albanian Intellectuals. In the words of Djevad Gega, president of the Union,
the initiative for this organization had been taken a year earlier by a group of
intellectuals whose primary goal was to increase Albanian intellectual activism
and to engage it in the social movements and democratization of the Macedonian society. Gega told me that the goal of the Union was to provide theoretical, scientific and intellectual perspective for the current political and social
changes in Macedonia. He hurried to explain that the Union was designed as
a non-partisan movement, a union of citizens, and in the first 4-5 years of its
existence was a consultative body to all Albanian parties. When an important
issue came to the attention of the members of the Union, they got together in
a round table or a tribunal and came up with a statement presented as a paper
or a recommendation. The issues which drew the attention of the Union were
directly connected to the situation and problems of the Albanian community
in Macedonia. The Union also published scientific papers and helped with the
publications of its members, together with collaborating with the Albanian
language newspapers in Macedonia, Flaka and Jehoni. By 2001, the Union
34
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was not as active, because, as prof. Nesimi, a vice-president of the institution,
told me: “Before we used to get together much more often, 4-5 years ago,
once a week. Now we meet more rarely, because certain things crystallized and
the political parties can act on their own”.35
The Union of Albanian Intellectuals was the first organization to outline
the problems of the Albanians in the Republic of Macedonia, which then
became the basis for the national program of all Albanian political and public
topics. The main issue of discontent for the members of the Union had been
the Macedonian Constitution of 1991. Most importantly, according to Gega,
is that the rights and duties of the nationalities in Macedonia as a multinational and multi-cultural state should be decided by consensus, and not by
vote in parliament, decided by the majority composed of Slav Macedonians.
The other problems which the Union saw in the Constitution were that in the
Preamble it is stated that the official language in the Republic of Macedonia
is the Macedonian language in Cyrillic, and the bearer of the statehood is the
Macedonian nation. Gega said that the Union stated publicly that these issues
are to be decided by consensus once and for all. In his article “Constitutional
Nationalism and the Wars in Yugoslavia”, Hayden makes clear that similar
grievances were heard from all parts of Yugoslavia36. He argues that the new
constitutions of the former republics of Yugoslavia were designed according
to, and by the visions of the majority of the nation, ethnically defined, in
each republic. Thus, these constitutions defined a system of permanent domination and inequality that privileges the members of one ethnically defined
nation over the other residents in a particular state. In the Macedonian case,
Hayden’s term “constitutional nationalism” represents the constitutional and
legal structure which privileges the Macedonian majority, and thus became an
issue of dispute for the Albanian population in the country.
Another major issue of discontent for the intellectuals working in state
institutions under socialism and also for Albanians in general was education
in Albanian, and this was largely due to the fact that Albanian language education has been linked to politics in both Kosovo and Macedonia37. Throughout
recent history, education for Albanians has become the most important basis
for the construction of nationhood38. The spread of education in Albanian
throughout the 1970s and 1980s in Kosovo and Macedonia paralleled the
policy of national affirmation. Thus, as Kostovicova argues, “the rapid growth
of mass education in the Albanian language led to an equally rapid discovery
35
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of national identity for the Albanians in Kosovo”39. Similarly, for the Albanians in Macedonia, education in Albanian signified their difference from
their Slav counterparts and belonging to the fraternity of all Albanians, in
that way strengthening Albanian national awareness. Thus, like in Kosovo,
education in Albanian in the 1980s gradually emerged as the main pillar of
resistance against what Albanians perceived as an anti-Albanian Macedonian
polity. The series of legal measures adopted by the Macedonian authorities
to restrict education in Albanian, such as the closing of Albanian-language
schools in the mid-1980s, were interpreted by the Albanians, to use Kostovicova’s phrase, as “a direct onslaught on their national being”40.Thus, after the
independence of Macedonia, the issue of education in Albanian reemerged as
central pillar of the Albanian national project.
In my interviews with Djevad Gega, he insisted that education in the Albanian language is an issue which the Union has indicated as being crucial for
the development of the Albanian community in Macedonia. Gega explained
the reasoning behind their discontent:
Until 1985 there were 27-28 high schools (professional schools as well) in Albanian, with eight to ten thousand students, or 1,800-2,000 graduates yearly.
In primary education before the 8th grade there were 7,600 students, which
makes a total of 8600 students. In the University of Pristina there are only
5,000 Albanian students from the Republic of Macedonia. However, in 1985,
as a result of the student demonstrations in Kosovo, the Union of Macedonian
Communists notoriously decided to close these 27-28 schools as a preventive
measure against Albanian nationalism and irredentism. Only five Albanianlanguage high schools were left in the Republic of Macedonia – in Skopje,
Tetovo – two, in Gostivar, and in Debar. In the rest of the schools, teaching
was done only in Macedonian. Since 1993, thanks to the democratic processes
and also to the reaction of political and other subjects all schools were renovated and new ones were opened again in Kumanovo, Struga, and other places.41

Another issue, which became one of the biggest barriers between the Albanian and Macedonian communities and public figures, was university education in the Albanian language in the Republic of Macedonia. Gega addressed
the problem as one of the most important issues which the Union of the
Albanian Intellectuals has put to discussion in parliament, in open forums
and in the political scene42:
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Why should not the Albanians have the right to conduct higher education
in their mother tongue?, this is in their genes. If the most important thing
is negated, then it is destructive for the person… In Tetovo, 80% of people
are Albanians, why Macedonians there should not learn Albanian? In 1993-4
the government of the Republic of Macedonia agreed to open a pedagogical
department, but it was no good, because it trained teachers in Albanian for
kindergarten and elementary schools up to the 4th grade. Then a group of
intellectuals from Tetovo came up with the idea of opening of a university in
the Albanian language. Together with the Albanian political parties, all intellectuals unified in their support for this university. Now the problem must be
decided at a state level, not at the table, the international community also got
engaged. The option is that it becomes the third state university in the Republic
of Macedonia – this is the best decision. 23% in Macedonia are Albanians, this
is not the case with the other minorities. The main reason for financing this
university is the number of students and professors. Albanians participate in the
financing of other (Macedonian) state universities as citizens. Until high school,
Albanians study in Albanian, whereas the two universities in Macedonia are only
in Macedonian. This constitute a big problem, because the Albanian students
cannot deal with the (Macedonian) language.43

The Union of Albanian Intellectuals was the first official institution to
outline in the public space the parameters of the national paradigm (and national strategy) of Albanians in Macedonia. The need for all levels of education in Albanian, the definition of Albanians in the Macedonian constitution, the status of the Albanian language became the issues which all Albanian
public subjects have uniformly supported since the early 1990s. However,
most members of the Union were part of Macedonian state structures (either
professors at the Skopje University, medical practitioners at state hospitals, or
writers connected to the Macedonian Writers Union, etc.) and conceptualized
the Albanian issues in Macedonia within the framework of the discourse used
under socialism. Based on Gega’s statements it can be concluded that he envisions the Albanian community as a minority, the same as during socialism,
with the difference after independence being that in his view, because of their
numbers, Albanians should get more privileges than other minorities in the
country. At the same time, although not explicitly, Gega implies that Albanians should be treated by the Macedonian state as a community on the way
of constituting a nation. The demand that parliamentary decisions be made
by consensus, the voicing of his discontent with the legal organization of the
state, challenge, although not directly, the claims of the Macedonians as the
who were educated in Pristina, university education became a symbol of the Albanian vision
of separate nationhood and independence (see Kostovicova 2001 for detailed analysis of this
issue). At the same time, a lot of Macedonians saw things the same way, hence their resistance
to university education in Albanian.
43
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only constitutive community in Macedonia. Further, in his statement Gega
makes the underlying argument that, as a separate community, Albanians
need education because it is their “right”, but argues for higher privileges of
the Albanians on the basis that they are “equal citizens” and that there are
technical problems with their usage of Macedonian. These somewhat conflicting statements show that on one hand Gega sees the Albanian community as a
part of the Macedonian state project, i.e. argues for increased inclusion of the
Albanians in state structures, but on the other sees them as something more
than a minority, a large group, which because of its numbers and cultural
specificity (language) should be assigned more privileges and given more decision-making rights than other ethnic groups in the state (for example Roma
or Vlachs). Gega describes the state as multicultural. Thus, Gega argues that
the Albanian community is not a subject of Macedonian state policies but a
large minority on its way to nationhood, which should instead share the state
project with the Macedonian majority. Although Gega does not put forward
a direct claim to Albanian separate nationhood, he sees Albanians as sharing
the state project not only in the terms of the Macedonian majority, but in the
Albanians’ own terms (state sponsorship of Albanian language university). As
far as the issue of inter-ethnic relations is concerned, I did not get any direct
answers from Gega. I suspect that such an uncomfortable issue need not be
tackled with foreigners and could not help much in spreading the word about
Albanian grievances, which Gega wanted to stress. Based on comments made
by other informants, I find it safe to assume that he sees inter-ethnic relations
in quite similar terms as they were seen during the socialist period, namely
voluntary separation and parallel worlds of existence. For him, as long as Albanians are given all they want politically, relations with Macedonians are the
personal choice of each individual.
Manu and the macedonian national idea
In contrast to Albanian national aspirations, the existence of the Macedonian national program in the public space has a longer history and legitimacy
given by the support of the Macedonian authorities. During the socialist period in Macedonia, while Albanian nationalism was controlled by the authorities, Macedonian national ideas were flourishing under the blessing of the
Communist Party in an institution created for that purpose. The Macedonian
Academy of Arts and Sciences, MANU was established in 1967 as a replica
of the Serbian Academy of Arts and Sciences in terms of structure and functioned as such during the Yugoslav period and up to the present. Like the
Serbian Academy and all other such institutions in socialist Eastern Europe,
MANU was the main producer and representative of national science, culture
and identity. The connection between MANU and Skopje University was very
tight, because university professors became MANU members and MANU
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members were almost uniformly university professors. Thus, both institutions
formed an ideological framework which became the state-sponsored basis for
the production of national culture and science in Macedonia.
For the University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, which was founded in 1946
with the establishment of its first faculty, the Faculty of Philosophy, and the
independent scientific and scholarly institutions in Macedonia, the most eminent professors and scientific and scholarly representatives which formed and
still form the main body of the members of the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts played an important part in its foundation44

MANU symbolizes the connection between politics and culture. Many
of its members have close links to the governments in power. During socialist Macedonia, MANU members were linked to the communist party–MKP
(Macedonian Communist Party). At present, many MANU members are
connected to the ethnic Macedonian parties. The involvement of socialist intellectuals at the forefront of politics, their public visibility and relevance as
public figures has been mostly due to the mutual engagement of intellectuals
and politicians in the formulation and articulation of the national issues. The
connections between the socialist elites and politics during the socialist period
and in post-socialism have been reflected, on the one hand, by the participation of intellectuals in governments or consulting the governments. On the
other hand, intellectuals created and applied the national platforms of subsequent governments. Almost all members of the Macedonian Academy of Arts
and Sciences at some point in time or another have been elected as advisers
to the government or ministers. In the 1990s, one MANU member – Kiro
Gligorov – even became a president of the Republic of Macedonia. Very similarly to the intellectuals in Romania described in Katherine Verdery’s study of
the Romanian intellectual elite under Ceaușescu45. Macedonian socialist intellectuals played a most important role in the production of the Macedonian
national identity. Both before and after the end of the socialist era, they articulated the Macedonian national program: the creation of national history,
national language, and national self-consciousness. The introduction of the
Macedonian Academy of Arts and Sciences in a commemorative pamphlet
published in 2000 states clearly the importance of the cultural and scientific
continuity, as well as the main fields of intellectual development which became the basis for the national paradigms of MANU:
The establishment of this supreme Macedonian scientific and scholarly institution was preceded by 150 years of development in the humanities: linguistics,
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literature, historiography, ethnology and folklore studies. This was followed
by progress in technology, the natural and social sciences, the arts, especially
poetry, music, fresco painting and architecture. Numerous Macedonian intellectuals made their contribution to the development of Macedonian culture
in the 19th and 20th centuries. Thus, there was a continuity in Macedonian
cultural history though a series of great cultural achievements which led to the
foundation of the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts.46

During the socialist period in Yugoslavia and Macedonia, and especially
after 1974, when national self-awareness among the various minorities in the
Federation was encouraged and promoted in the new Constitution of 1974, a
new impetus was given to the development of the national ideas in Macedonia
represented by the scholars in MANU. The constitution of 1974 provided all
minorities of the Yugoslav Federation with wider cultural autonomy47, which
meant in practice that the six populations (narodi) living on the territory of
Yugoslavia – Serbs, Croats, Muslims, Slovenes, Macedonians and Albanians
together with other smaller groups of population (nacionalnosti), such as
Turks, Vlachs and Gypsies could have elementary and high school education in the relevant mother tongues, local governments, could profess and
practice their religions freely and define who they were and who they wanted
to be48. In the same period of time, the Macedonian Academy of Arts and
Sciences was busy establishing and defending what was the Macedonian national identity. Establishing, because it was clear who the Macedonians were
not, namely Bulgarians, Serbs and Greeks. However, it was not quite defined
who they were. And defending it because Bulgarian and Greek challenge of
many state and national symbols as well as internal fragmentation created uncertainty about what being Macedonian meant to Macedonians themselves.
Thus, historiography and linguistics, the two disciplines most closely related
to the development of national ideology in Macedonia, as in other national
projects49, especially at MANU and Skopje University, became the battlefields
for proving that the Macedonian nation existed, and for a long time.
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Historiography
Because of the specifics of the Macedonian context, namely the rejection
of the Macedonian nation by all its neighbors, also complicated by internal
uncertainties, the Macedonian national project was not concerned as much
with proving that the Macedonian nation was a rightful part of the family of the European nations, as was the case with Hungary and Romania,
for example50. Macedonian historiography’s main goal was to prove that the
Macedonian nation existed. The social science section of MANU as the hegemonic and legitimate producer of national history focused on creating substantial evidence that the Macedonians were the direct heirs of the kingdom
and people of Alexander the Great, or Alexander Makedonski. Monographs,
historic researches and school history textbooks were produced by members
of MANU showing and explaining the link between the ancient Macedonians
and contemporary Macedonians51. From the ancient Macedonians, the continuity of the Macedonian history and people was seen then in the flourishing
of the medieval kingdom of Samuel, when again Macedonians were represented as independent and highly developed people. To prove the direct link
between the contemporary Macedonians and the kingdom of Samuel, art historians and religious studies scholars have built careers on studying the archeological data and church remains in the town of Ohrid, where the medieval
kingdom of Samuel is believed to have originated. The material remains from
the town of Ohrid have most often been seen as indisputable proof of the
intense religious and secular development of the Macedonians in the middle
ages. Historic continuity, as in many other national projects (see Karakasidou
1997; Hobsbawm 1991) has been understood by historians at MANU and
Skopje University as the necessary basis for the validity and legitimation of
the Macedonian people and nation. A glorious and long past, and an uninterrupted historical link were utilized by MANU intellectuals as images of what
Hobsbawm has termed “invented tradition”, a necessity to validate present
claims to nationhood.
Another major part of the historiography project was the study and popularization of the thoughts and deeds of Macedonian heroes. Emphasis was put
on the people who fought for liberation from the Turks and, most importantly, those who did so in the name of an independent Macedonian state and nation. The ideas about independent Macedonia were first formulated by Krste
Misirkov in his 1903 book “On Macedonian Matters”. In that monograph,
50
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Misirkov argues that Macedonians have a different language than the Bulgarians, and therefore should use it in book publishing. Further, Misirkov sees
them as a separate nation from the Bulgarians, and a need to be united in a
state similar to Switzerland. The works and ideas of Krste Misirkov became a
major field for exploration for the scholars from MANU, and a basis for their
claims that Macedonian national thought dates as far back as the 19th century.
Blaze Risteski, as the most widely recognized scholar on the development of
Macedonian national thought, built his career on the exploration of the works
of Misirkov, Kocho Ratsin, and Dimitar Makedonski to prove that Macedonia had its “renaissance” thinkers at the same time the other Balkan nations
were developing their national thought as well.
The Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (IMRO), established in 1893 to organize resistance against the Turkish occupation, became
a source for glorification and inspiration for Macedonian historiographers.
The ideas of Gotse Delchev, the leader of the organization and his comrades,
such as Pitu Guli and Nace Dimov, for a free and unified Macedonia, secured
them places as the biggest heroes in the national pantheon. Not only are their
ideas studied from elementary school to university, but the Academy made
sure that they are commemorated in various studies, national holidays and
anniversaries. The grave of Gotse Delchev and his busts in the city park in
Skopje are most visited places and one can always see fresh flowers put next to
them. The importance of these heroes is that they fought for independence,
which MANU scholars interpret as proof that in late 19th century there was
already a developed national self-consciousness among the Macedonians and
a need for a separate state. The slogan of the Organization, written on its green
flag, “Freedom or Death”, inspires Macedonian intellectuals to the present
day. Lubisha Georgievski, a candidate for the presidency in 1994 and the most
prominent theater director in Macedonia, wrote in his monograph “The Political Future of Macedonia” in 1991: “Only «Freedom or Death» can resolve
the situation in Macedonia. There is no middle ground. Macedonians can no
longer be vassals to the will of strangers. Like in the other Balkan countries,
Macedonians have to fight for their freedom, even if that means death for
some of our sons.”52
This romantic slogan shows that, in Georgievski’s eyes, Macedonians have
reached a point of no return, so to speak, where independence, in the sense
of non-intervention from outside, had become a cause to die for in his view.
However, it is interesting that this slogan was coined more than a hundred
years ago and that contemporary politicians envision the current national issues in similar terms. In that way, it can be suggested that IMRO’s interwar
radical and bloody nationalism is being re-enacted in today’s politics.
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The third major field which was heavily emphasized in the works of
MANU scholars is the study of the Macedonian folklore as a way of defending notions of national identity. Herzfeld has similarly argued that folklore has
been at the service of the new Greek state’s mechanisms of legitimation and
part of the process by which cultural continuity across time was constructed
by Greek scholars53. Studies and collections of folklore stories and songs was
especially important because it bears a dual meaning: it shows the authenticity of Macedonian national imagination and spirit, and at the same time describes the unique national psychology and character of that population. The
controversial folklorists of the mid-1900s, the Miladinov brothers, have collected folklore songs from the regions of Struga and Ohrid. The controversy
arises from the fact that the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and folklorists
claim that the collection of songs from Ohrid and Struga are authentic Bulgarian folklore, since the collection is called “Bulgarian folk songs from Ohrid
and Struga”. The Macedonian folklorists, on the other hand, claim that the
Miladinov brothers have collected Macedonian folklore songs, because they
were collected in the villages around Ohrid and Struga, located in contemporary Republic of Macedonia, which automatically makes them Macedonian,
not Bulgarian. What is important here for the intellectuals is that the songs
had been collected in Macedonian villages, sung by old Macedonian men and
women. Macedonian folklorists have participated in the creation of national
psychology by studying and popularizing the unique Macedonian lyrical,
mythical and revolutionary folklore songs and stories. The characteristics of
the people featured and often glorified in these songs, their bravery, devotion to the revolutionary cause, but also calmness, niceness, diplomacy and
wisdom have become the ways in which many Macedonians think of themselves. To the present day, many Macedonians believe that inter-ethnic relations in the country are getting worse because of the calmness and niceness of
the Macedonians, whom they refer to using the diminutive “makedonchinja”
(little Macedonians), and very often quote a proverb which according to them
best exemplifies the psychology of the Macedonians – “nobody would cut
down a head that is bent low” (nikoi ne sece glava shto e svedena).
Linguistics
A crucial part of the national project espoused by the scholars at MANU
and the University in Skopje was and is the development of the Macedonian
language and literature departments in both academic institutions. The importance of the institutionalization and the standardization of the Macedonian language for the national project was evident right after World War 2
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when Macedonian was officialized as a language by decree in 1944. The Macedonian linguists from Skopje University selected a dialect from Western central Macedonia, the region of Prilep, further from the border with Bulgaria, to
become the official Macedonian language54. Since then, MANU scholars have
written numerous studies on the specifics of the Macedonian language and
the differences between Macedonian and Bulgarian. This process of establishment and defense of Macedonian as a separate language has also been helped
by foreign linguists, most prominently Victor Friedman. In his numerous
studies of the grammar and syntax of Macedonian, Freedman has stated many
times that Macedonian could not be considered a dialect of Bulgarian, but is
rather a separate south Slavic language55. The recognition of the Macedonian
language has been one of the most important battles, which MANU and university scholars are slowly winning in an international context.
During the socialist period, party policies and socialist Macedonian intellectuals were supporting each other in reaching their common goals: the establishment and consolidation of the Macedonian national program. The major fields for the development and consolidation of national awareness were
the creation of national history, national psychology, national language. These
developments were necessary because they established who the Macedonians
were, where they came from, what national ideals they should share and identify with, what the unique characteristics of the Macedonian character and
psychology are. Based on the establishment of these “invented” traditions,
Macedonian scholars and socialist politicians made claims within Yugoslavia,
but also internationally, that Macedonians are a separate nation and, after socialism, that they have the right to an independent state. This “normalizing”
processes was intended also for internal homogenization since before socialism Macedonia was a locus of multiple and fluid myriad of identities. It was
the sponsorship of state socialism that administered the solidification of national self-consciousness, major players in which were the intellectuals in state
institutions of culture. The specific socialist definitions of the communities
residing on the territory of Yugoslav Macedonia institutionalized the relations
between each other and in relation to the state. When the Republic of Macedonia became part of socialist Yugoslavia, Macedonians started “imagining”
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themselves as the bearers of nationhood on its territory, and began envisioning the other populations as structurally inferior, since they were defined as
minorities. At the same time, the Yugoslav policies of decentralization and
self-management up until the mid 1980s, and of oppression up until 1990,
solidified Albanian national consciousness. The parallel processes of inclusion
and national consolidation, while excluding “the others” from the national
project, were legitimized and institutionalized by the creation of a national
culture and politics by the intellectuals within socialist state structures. The
socialist program for the creation of Macedonian national culture was successful in creating and solidifying the categories through which Macedonians
and Albanians came to see each other: as members of two opposing national
projects. Thus, the socialist policies of representation articulated through the
vision of intellectuals brought about the increased rigidity and codification of
Albanian Macedonian differences and relations.
Forum and some revisions of the macedonian national project
The Macedonian national project during the socialist period was concentrated on the discovery and creation of evidence that the Macedonian nation,
culture, and language have existed and for a long time. However, with the
changing circumstances of the 1980s, the Macedonian national paradigm began to infiltrate ideas about an independent state. By the end of the 1980s, the
different national sentiments in the Yugoslav Federation had become more
radical. It became clear that Yugoslavia could not hold together if some changes weren’t made, and the changes came shortly after in the form of the violent
break-up of the Federation. By 1985-1986, Slovene intellectuals had already
gone public with their opinion that the Yugoslav Federation should become
a loose confederation of evenly positioned republics. Some of the bolder ones
expressed the opinion that Slovenia may even be better off if it disassociated
itself from the Yugoslav Federation and became an independent state56. In a
1985 debate between Slovene and Serb intellectuals, France Bucar (head of
Slovenian parliament) stated:
The main subject which we will discuss in this introduction is the situation
in Slovenia. I admit that the truth may be painful. Today Slovenians feel that
the idea of Slovenia belonging to Yugoslavia is dead, or at least dying. People
feel disappointed and lied to in their expectations. Today we have nothing to
expect. We do not feel like we are in our own country: Yugoslavia as a state
creation is dead in people’s minds...We are afraid of Belgrade. As long as we
56
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want to leave Yugoslavia, we are afraid that you Serbs will prevent us from
doing so...Are Serbs nationalists? If so, congratulations! Unfortunately, there
is a big difference between Serbs and Slovenes as nationalists. For us, the idea
of Yugoslavism is secondary, for you it is primary. We want independence, for
you Yugoslavia has been and is the way for solving Serbian questions. What are
our common interests then?57

Other such voices were heard from intellectuals in Bosnia and Croatia.
The Macedonian intellectual elite was also influenced by these processes of
change, and began thinking what would happen to Macedonia in the case of
a possible break up of the Yugoslav Federation.
In the winter of 1989 and during the following months, twelve prominent
intellectuals from MANU and the University in Skopje formed an intellectual
movement called ‘Forum’ with the goal developing a national program for an
eventual independent development of Macedonia. According to the words of
one of the main participants Kiril Temkov, the movement began on 5th of October 1989, when 800 participants gathered in the national theater in Skopje
at the “Meeting of Culture’s Activists” to “make Macedonia”. The newspaper
Vecher of the following day commented the event:
It was admirable to see the atmosphere, which filled the big hall of the new
Macedonian People’s Theater in Skopje for two days: here, in one place, the
Macedonian intelligentsia, writers, painters, musicians, critics, publishers,
“the voice and spirit of the people” got together in the name of the people to
talk about culture, the present conditions of culture, the future…58
During that grandiose Meeting, in the form of a critical dialogue, interesting
discussions, suggestions, opinions and counter opinions were heard. During
the discussion, quite emotionally and often severely, with understandable bitterness, thoughts were presented against everything that prevents permanent
and honorable cultural life and development, stripping naked all kinds of deformations, abnormalities, and weaknesses of the material, lawful and creative
status and treatment of culture. In this hot and passionate atmosphere, the
cultural activists asked for changes in the politics of culture and for the chance
to create these changes themselves, the people of culture and creativeness.59

This meeting ended with the slogan for spiritual unification of Macedonians around the world, thus adding a new dimension to the national paradigm of Slav Macedonians.
After this initial meeting and the ironical comments made by the Macedonian Communist Party about the value of the meeting, the “Meeting of Culture activists” split into two formations: the “Political Development Group”
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and the “Team of Cultural Activists”. The first formation existed only for several months and then became MAAK, a political movement, whose members
later on formed the political party VMRO DPMNE. The other faction, the
“Team of Cultural Activists” became the basis of the political-cultural movement “Forum for National Program”, or just “Forum”.
The idea of the Forum came from Dr. Georgi Stardelov, an art critic and
semiotician, and Dr. Blaze Risteski, a philologist, both on the board of directors of MANU. The other members of the Forum’s organizational team
are also well known public figures, also members of MANU: Ante Popovski,
Evgeni Dimitrov, Ksante Bogoev, Alexander Hristov, Bojil Pavlovski, Georgi
Efremov, Tsvetan Grozdanov, Lubisha Georgievski, Kiril Temkov, Kiro Gligorov – president of Macedonia until 1999 – and his son, Vladimir Gligorov.
According to the participants, the Forum meetings were held in the cities of
Ohrid and Skopje in a somewhat secretive (non-public) manner. According
to Blaze Risteski, the twelve members of the Forum often got together at Kiro
Gligorov’s house to think and discuss the situation in Yugoslavia and Macedonia and begin the creation of a national program for Macedonia. According to
what participants have told me, the major areas of discussion were connected
to the overall constitution of the Macedonian state; more specifically, these
were: 1) the relations between Macedonia and Yugoslavia in an eventual Confederation, 2) the economic system of Macedonia, 3) the property of the state,
4) private property, 5) the cultural development in Macedonia. Conspicuously missing from the program of Forum is the question of nationalities,
which at that time was a pressing issue in the country. All of the organizers
were well known specialists in their respective fields, and each had the mission
to come up with a program for the development of his field. For example,
Evgeni Dimitrov, an expert in constitutional law, had the task to work on the
legal framework of a new organization of the Yugoslav Federation as a Confederation, and to define Macedonia’s place in it. He told me that his ideas
accumulated into a concept for Yugoslavia as a Union of Sovereign Republics
in which Macedonia would be an equal participant. According to Dimitrov,
the union would function as such only in the areas of security and defense and
international politics. However, as he himself told me, the old centralist ideas
under the pressure of Yugoslavia were not completely abolished, and Macedonia was not envisioned as a completely independent state. The majority of
Forum participants did not see Macedonia splitting completely from some
form of Yugoslav confederation, and what Dimitrov had to work on was the
enlargement of the rights of the republics based on the constitutions of 1964
and 1974 as well as the constitutional amendments of 1987, 1988 and 1989.
The main question which the Forum had to tackle was the position of
Macedonia in relation to Yugoslavia. Although the majority of the participants told me that they thought that Macedonia should remain connected
somehow to Yugoslavia, and that eventually this opinion prevailed in the
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common position of the Forum, there were also some different ideas. Dr.
Georgi Efremov, president of the MANU, who resigned from his post in June
of 2001 because of his unpopular measures for solving the crisis with the Albanian rebels60, told me in 1999 that his position during the Forum’s discussions was that Macedonia would take part in a Federation with Greece after an
eventual break-up of Yugoslavia. He said that at the time Macedonians could
not rely on the fairness of their neighbors (alluding to fears that Bulgaria and
Serbia may have territorial aspirations towards Macedonia), and that is why
Macedonia could not survive as an independent state. Greece on the other
hand, had big sea ports, which were close to Macedonia, and an eventual
Federation or Confederation with Greece could provide Macedonia with a sea
border. Dr. Kiril Temkov’s take on the work of the Forum is quite different,
because, as he put it:
The Forum focused on the problem of how Macedonia was going to continue
to exist, and not on how to become independent. I hoped that something was
going to happen. Macedonia had to cleanse Yugoslavia from its history. Macedonia was a state, which was being created as independent, it was not already
an independent state.61

The Forum’s existence was short lived, because in the early 1990s various
political parties were formed, and they became the main protagonists in the
national definitions of Macedonia. The participants in the Forum had the idea
to be consultants for the government on all state issues, and not to be at the
forefront of public and political life. According to Dr. Blaze Risteski, they had
envisioned themselves as a non-partisan consultative body, which kept above
party limitations. However, as Dr. Temkov commented, the different parties
took on the political and national decisions in Macedonia, and the Forum
became irrelevant. The Forum precluded existence 3 days before the parliamentary elections of November 11th, 1991.
However, the participants in the Forum did not vanish from the public
scene with the dissolution of the movement. Quite to the contrary, the majority of them moved to the forefront of political life in Macedonia. When the
first elections came, Forum members felt that they had to take a stance and
to participate in the selection of the government, as well as in the government
itself. Dr. Blaze Ristevski remembers:
I participated in the creation of MAAK. Several of us decided that Kiro (Gligirov ) should become the head of the state, and I will be his vice-president.
However, Goshev (the leader of the Democratic League) did not agree with
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our ‘economic program’. Instead of Kiro, father Mihail became the head. Then
VMRO-DPMNE suggested that I become the head of the state, but Kiro decided to convince Goshev that he (Kiro) should become the president. Then
Lubcho (Georgievski) went to Andov and told him: we will elect Kiro and
Blaje (me) will be the vice-president. But, VMRO voted against Kiro, because
Lubcho got angry with me.62

Thus, the first and the second government in Macedonia were formed by
members of the Forum. In January 1991, VMRO-DPMNE got a very high
electoral vote, but Kiro Gligorov as a presidential candidate from the list of
VMRO did not get elected. When he became the candidate on the lists of the
VMRO and SDSM, Kiro Gligorov became the president of Macedonia until
1999. From the early ‘90s up to 2000, different members of the Forum, who
are also members of MANU, have taken important government and political
positions in Macedonia.
Like the first Albanian national program in the eventually independent
Macedonia, the first Macedonian national program also came from intellectuals within state scientific and cultural institutions. The ‘revised’ national program of the Macedonian socialist intellectuals dealt mostly with the relations
between Macedonia and Yugoslavia. It was focused on the constitution of an
eventually independent Macedonia and on its economic and cultural development afterwards. The new dimension in that program was that, although
timidly, Macedonian intellectuals began envisioning some or another form of
being separate from Yugoslavia. At the turn of events, just before Macedonia
became independent, and at the end of socialism, the main objectives of the
national program were to outline a strategy for an independent state. Yet, as
late as one year before independence, Macedonian intellectuals within state
institutions still did not believe that Macedonia could survive as a completely
independent state.
Conclusions
My main contention has been that precisely during state socialism in
Macedonia, distinctions between Albanians and Macedonians were fortified
and codified in national categories. The state structures and policies of representation which brought the routinization of national categories existed not
only in Yugoslavia, but also in the other long standing federation in Eastern
Europe – the Soviet Union. Most important of these structures was the federal
organization in the two states which provided the main national groups with
their own republics, where power was held by the national leaders. The Yugoslav practices of national determination, decentralization, and self-expression
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were the policies of representation, especially after the 1974 Constitution
which supported the constitution of Macedonians as the nation and the Albanians as a minority in the republic (with all the rights as the other six constituent nations in the Federation, except only the right to succession). In that way,
national differences were constitutionally embedded. Thus, the specific form
of federal organization and representation in Yugoslavia, and similarly in the
Soviet Union, reinforced rather than undermined ethnic difference. Verdery
has argued that similar processes took place in post-1968 Czechoslovakia as
well63. The uniqueness of the Macedonian case rests in the simultaneity of two
processes – state formation and establishment of Yugoslav socialism, a juncture which actively created and routinized national categories. While for the
rest of Eastern Europe it could be argued that socialism intensified national
feeling and politically reified national identities with the active participation
of the communist party and socialist elites, in Macedonia, as I have suggested,
the encounter of state formation and Yugoslav socialism can be seen as a major
cause for continuing nationalist struggles and conflicts. If such a juncture did
not happen, the outcome might have been rather different.
The Macedonian case challenges both “primordialist” and modernist theories of the origins of nation and nationalism. The history of both phenomena
in Macedonia shows that while nation and nationalism are rather new developments, they nevertheless incorporate and reproduce pre-existing social
differences. This is not to say that current nationalist struggles in Macedonia
are resurrected “ancient hatreds”. On the contrary, the specifics of current nationalist tensions are a product of concrete state structures and practices which
have increased the distance between Macedonians and Albanians through
time. It is impossible to directly apply the analysis of nationalism in Macedonia even to neighboring states, since the causes and contents of these nationalisms vary from place to place. Yet, the specifics of the Macedonian case
can bear comparative value for nationalist developments in sharply divided
societies where the identity of the state is contested, such as Israel/Palestine,
Bosnia, India.
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